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The Blade table system 
was designed to 
provide unlimited table 
configurations using a 
flexible range of standard 
components.

Using one leg profile, one 
hub (either fixed or flexible) 
and one rail, the possibilities 
are never ending.
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Simple aesthetics is key, creating an 
unobtrusive solution to allow people to use 
Blade in different settings and environments.

Blade is an entirely new table system that 
can create a variety of shapes and sizes 
(seated and standing) all built from the same 
leg and adjustable hub. From large multi-leg 
boardroom tables to nimble coffee tables, 
and everything in between, the Blade product 
family offers a complete workpoint solution 
with a clear consistent visual language 
throughout.

The system is structurally strong with the 
mild steel frame featuring a uniquely designed 
hub fixing plate.

Power and data requirements are 
accommodated through modules specifically 
designed for the Blade collection, with 
integrated cable management possible 
through the internal chamber of the base, 
eliminating the requirement for umbilical 
leads and Skyhook clip on cable management 
to the beams.

The table base structure is manufactured 
from mild steel and can be finished in powder 
coat, bright chrome as well as a specialised 
timber veneer variety. Table tops are a 
standard laminate colour or veneer, however 
options such as glass or custom client 
specification can be provided. 

Blade has evolved to include the “Aero” leg 
for folding tables and small fixed utility tables. 
The folding tables use a high quality German 
designed and manufactured folding system. 
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FEATURES

Table (720H) or barleaner (1050H) heights

Round, square, rectangular and triangular

Custom shapes widths and depths available

Laminate, veneer or glass tops

Available in four star, i-leg and standard leg

Powdercoated frame in white, black or silver

Levelling glides or breaking castors

Inbuilt cable management

Add on sky hook for cable management

Optional Connect Us or Connect Me table box or 
other power box

10 year warranty

4-6 week lead time

Blade folding

Blade rectangular

Blade 7 tableBlade amoeba barleaner



Folding rectangular

Square + round

Looking to add these to your plan layout?
Download 2D and 3D drawings at 

vidak.co.nz/collection/tables/blade
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I-leg rectangular

Triangular

Four star base - small + large Amoeba

Round 600-900

Round 1000-1200
Square 600-700

Square 800-1000

1100-2000 1200-2000

720 or 1050

1200-1800

720 or 1050

720

720

1200-2100

600-900

720

720 or 1050

2400

1865

1200-2100

600-900
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Rectangular multi-leg (inset)

Rectangular

Rectangular multi-leg

720 or 1050

720 or 1050

720 or 1050

1800-2400

900-1800

2450+

900-1800

2450+

900-1800



Blade.

Highly engineered for flexibility 
and variety.
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